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Abstract-” In recentyearswiththelargeincrease
in the
number of space missions at NASA and JPL (Jet Propulsion
Laboratory),thedemandfordeepspacecommunications
services to command and collect data from these missions
hasbecomemoredifficult
to manage. In an attempt to
increase
efficiency
the operating
of deep
space
communicationsantennas, we aredevelopingaprototype
system to perform monitor, control, execution and recovery
in order to automatetheoperations
of theDeepSpace
Network (DSN) communication antenna stations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

TheDeepSpaceNetwork(DSN)
[5] wasestablishedin
1958 and since then it has evolved into the largest and most
This paper
describes
the
application
of Artificial
sensitive scientific telecommunications and radio navigation
Intelligenceplanningtechniquesforantennatrackplan
generation and monitor and control for a NASA Deep Space network in the world. The purpose of the DSN is to support
unmannedinterplanetaryspacecraftmissionsandsupport
CommunicationsStation.
The describedsystem,CLEaR
radio and radar astronomy observations in the exploration
(ClosedLoopExecutionandRecovery),willenablean
The DSN currently
antenna communications station to automatically respond to of the solar system and the universe.
consists
of
three
deep-space
communications
facilities
set
a of
tracking
goals
by
correctly
configuring
the
placed approximately 120 degrees apart around the world:
appropriate
hardware
and
software
and
providing
the
at Goldstone, in California’s Mojave Desert; near Madrid,
requested communication services, while adapting itself to
Spain;
and
near
Canberra,
Australia
(figure
1).
This
its
dynamic
environment.
To perform
this
task, the
strategic
placement
permits
constant
observation
of
ContinuousActivityScheduling,Planning,Executionand
spacecraft as the Earth rotates, and helps to make the DSN
Replanning
(CASPER)
engine
has
been
applied
and
the largest and most sensitive scientific telecommunications
extended to automaticallyproduceantennatrackingplans
network in the world. Each DSN complex operates a set of
that are tailored to support a set of input goals. Then during
deep space stations consisting of: one 70-meter antenna, a
theexecutionofthesetrackplans,CLEaRmonitorsthe
collection of 34-meter antennas, one 26-meter antenna, and
execution
and
adapts
the
track
plan
to the
changing
1 l-meter antennas (figure 2). The functions of the DSN are
environment.Inthispaper,
we willdescribetheantenna
to receive
telemetry
signals
from
spacecraft,
transmit
automation problem, the CASPER planning and scheduling
commandsthatcontrolthespacecraftoperatingmodes,
system,howCASPER
is used to generateantennatrack
generate the radio navigation data used to locate and guide
plansandperformmonitorandcontrolduringexecution,
the spacecraft to itsdestination,andacquireflightradio
and future work utilizing dynamic planning technology.
science,radio and radarastronomy,verylongbaseline
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From its inception, the DSN has been driven by the need to
create
increasingly
more
sensitive
telecommunications
devices and better techniques for navigation. The operation
oftheDSNcommunicationscomplexesrequires
a high
level of manual interaction
with
the
devices
in the
communicationslinkwith
the spacecraft.Inmorerecent
times NASA has added
some
new drivers to the

. .

Figure 1 World Map of Deep Space Network

development of the DSN: (1) reduce the cost of operating
the DSN, (2) improve the operability, reliability, and
maintainability of the DSN, and (3)prepare for a new era of
spaceexploration
with the New Millennium program:
supportsmall,
intelligent spacecraft requiring very few
mission operations personnel [IO].
In order to address these new requirements for the DSN, we
have worked on antenna station automation. In this paper
we describe the Closed LoopExecutionand
Recovery
(CLEaR) systembeing developed to address the problem of
automated
track
plan generation (Le. automatically
determining the necessary actions to set up a
communications link between a deep space antenna and a
spacecraft), monitor, control, execution andrecovery for the
DSN. In our approach we are utilizing artificial intelligence
(AI) planning and scheduling techniques to generate the
trackplans, andwe are utilizing a continuous planning
approach to provide
monitor,
control,
execution and
recovery. Similar to manyplanning problems, track plan
generation involves elements such as subgoaling to achieve
preconditions and decomposing high-level (abstract) actions
into
more
detailed
sub-actions.
However, unlike most
classical planning problems,the problem of track generation
is complicated by the need to reason about issues such as
metric time, DSN resources and equipment states. To
addressthisproblem,
we haveapplied
the Continuous
ActivitySchedulingPlanningExecutionand
Replanning
(CASPER) engine, a genericframeworkforautomated
planning, scheduling, execution and replanning, to generate
antenna track plans on demand [3,4].
CASPER is a soft real-time planning, schedulingand
execution
framework
built on top of the Automated
Scheduling and Planning ENvironment(ASPEN)
[ 1,9],
which in turn is a generic planning and scheduling system
being developed at JPLthat has been successfully applied to
problems in spacecraft
commanding
and maintenance
scheduling and antenna track plan generation.
CASPEWASPEN utilizes techniques from Artificial
Intelligence
planning
and
scheduling
to automatically
generate the necessary antennacommandsequence based
on input goals.Thissequence is produced by utilizing an
“iterative repair” algorithm
[9,12,17],
which classifies
conflicts and resolves them each individually by performing

Figure 2 70-Meter Deep Space
Communication Antenna
one or more plan modifications. Thissystem has been
adapted to input antenna-tracking goalsand automatically
produce the required commandsequence to set up and
perform the requested communications link.
This work is one element of a far-reaching effort to upgrade
and automate DSN operations building on previous work.
The ASPEN Track Plan Generator, which was demonstrated
in support of the Deep
Space
Terminal
(DS-T),
an
autonomous
prototype
34-meter space
deep
communications station [6,7,8], produced batch plans with
limited conditionals for errorrecovery.CLEaR
is the
continuation of the automation concepts introduced during
DS-T but is intended to demonstrate a greater level of
automation and robustness while providing a larger class of
communication services.
The rest of this paper is organized in the following manner.
We begin by introducing the reader to the deep space
communications domain and
characterizing
the current
mode of operations for the DSN. We then describe how we
apply artificial intelligence (AI) planning andscheduling
techniques to perform autonomous
monitor,
control,
execution and recovery functions in order to automate
communication antenna stations operations.
Next
we
describe the continuous planning technique
and
the
CASPER system, and we conclude by discussing future
work, related work and summarize how this work enables
closed-loop control and automatic errorrecovery
when
executing DSN antenna tracks.

2. HOW THE DSN OPERATES
I‘he DSN track process occurs daily for dozens of different
NASA spacecraftandprojects,which
use the DSN to
sonimand spacecraft, as wellas
caphlrespacecraft
and
science data. Though the process of sending signals from a
spacecraft to Earth is conceptuallysimple, in realitythere
Lire Inany earthside challenges that must be addressed before
a spacecraft’s
signal
is acquired
and
successfully
transformedintousefulinformation.Intheremainderof
this section, we outlinesomeofthestepsinvolved
in
providingtrackingservicesandinparticulardiscussthe
problem of track plan generation.
The first step in performing a DSN track is called network
preparation. Here, a project sends a request for the DSN to
track a spacecraft involving specific tracking services (e.g.
downlink,uplink).
TheDSNrespondstotherequest
by
attemptingtoschedulethenecessaryresources
(i.e. an
antenna and other shared equipment) needed for the track.
Once equipment
an
schedule
and
other
necessary
information has been determined, the next step
is the data
capture
process,
which
performed
is
by operations
personnel at thedeepspacestation.Duringthisprocess,
operators
determine
the
correct
steps
to perform
the
followingtasks:
configure theequipmentforthetrack,
performtheactualestablishmentof
the communications
link, and then perform the actual track by issuing control
commands to the various subsystems comprising the link.
Throughout the track the operators continually monitor the
status of thecommunicationslinkandhandleexceptions
(e.g. the receiver looses signal lock with the spacecraft) as
they
occur.
To perform
all
of these
actions,
human
operatorsmanuallyissuetenstohundredsofcommand
directives via a computer terminal. This paper discusses the
CLEaRsystembeingdeveloped
asa prototypemonitor,
control ( M E ) execution
and system
DSN
for
communication antenna automation.

3. MONITOR
AND CONTROL THROUGH
CONTINUOUS
PLANNING

Figure 3 Inputs and Outputs to CLEaR
this hnctionality thattheCLEaRsystemprovidesasthe
primary
control
module
the
station
of controller’s
automation software.
Given a set of inputs: a station schedule, service request,
spacecraft
sequence
events
of
(SOE),
equipment
configuration, an antenna operations knowledge base (KB),
an track plan if one exist, and station state information the
automation system produces a track plan or control script
(figure 3). These control scripts are referred to as Temporal
Dependency Networks (TDNs). The TDN scripts are made
up of smaller components, called ALMO blocks which are
executable
scripts
implemented
Automation
the
in
Language
for
Managing
Operations
(ALMO) scripting
language [14]. TheALMOblocksarerepresentedinthe
knowledge base as planning activities. The knowledge base
expresses
the
behavior
of
the
blocks
(pre and
post
conditions) as well as temporal relation, temporal estimates
on
execution
times,
resource
(equipment)
usage,
and
domainknowledgewhichareallused
to determinethe
necessary steps involved in providing the high level service
request.

In thesection“HowtheDSNOperates,”
we presenteda
high lewd view of DSN operations. In this section we will service
request
The
represents
high-level
the
focusspecificallyon
the stepsinvolved
in performing
communicationservicesthatmustbeperformed.These
automated
communication
services.
system
The
services might include downlink data at a given frequency
architecture we are developing, CLEaR, views the antenna
and bitrate, then transmit
(uplink)
new
a spacecraft
station as an autonomous unit within the DSN. It is here at
command
sequence.
The service
request
used
is in
the antenna station, referred to a deep space station
(DSS),
conjunction with the spacecraft SOE to create the planning
that theCLEaRautomationengine
is intended to be
goals inputted into the planning engine. It is necessary to
deployed. Of course in today’s world of computer networks use thespacecraft SOE becauseinorder
to maintainthe
it is not necessary for the software or even the computer to
communication link with the spacecraft the ground system
physicallyresideat
the stationitself.Regardless
of the
must be aware of synchronized
and
with
the
physical proximity of the automation system, the station is
communicationsactivitiesofthespacecraft.
The types of
saidtohaveastationcontroller
that is responsiblefor
information that are expressed in the SOE are the modes the
determining and controlling the behavior of the station. It is
spacecraft isin (whethertransmitting,receiving,orboth,

w h a t fi-equcncy and bltrate, etc.) and the times wh~chthosc
motles will change.

From this set of Inputs (mentioned above)CLEaR considers
the goals. wlltch are extracted from the service request and
W E , within the context of the statlon configuration
provided and then produces an initial track plan (control
script) based on the availableoperations defined inthe
antenna operationsknowledgebase
(KB). In order to
produce the track plan (control script) CLEaR utilizes
artificial intelligence (AI) planning
and
scheduling
techniques provided by the continuousplanningsystem
CASPER (Continuous Activity
Scheduling,
Planning,
Execution and Recover)[3,4], which is further described in
the next section.
Once the TDNs are produced, the executive component of
the CLEaR system begins steppingthrough the plan. As
time progresses through the plan and the start time of an
activity (block) arrives the block is sent to the ALMO script
interpreter and the block is executed, which results in
command directives being sent to the appropriate equipment
(subsystems). Each of these subsystems in turn produces
feedback information in the formof monitor data. This
monitor data is fed back into the continuousplannerand
used to update the state. If the predicted state of the planner
differs from the true (as we understand it) state of the world
(the station), the planner will begin to massage the plan in
order to regainconsistencywith
the original plan. It is
important that the planconvergesquickly
because the
spacecraft will continue with its intended communication
sequence whether anyone on the ground is listening or not.
As this might imply, the ground station is not responsible
for determining what communication should take place, but
how to control the ground station equipment to provide the
requested communication service. It is in this fashion that
the monitor, control, execution and recovery are performed
through the utilization of a continuous planningapproach.
Acommunication track orpass is broken up into three
portions:
pre-track,
in-track and post-track.
Pre-track
consists of configuring the station’s equipment to perform
the requested communications services.
During the
configuration phase, equipment is powered on, warmed up,
configuration
files
loaded, etc.
Once
the appropriate
configurationhas been performed the station is ready to
perform the desiredcommunication
services. Thenext
portion of the track is the in-track phase. It is here where
the actually communication service is performed. At a high
level, this consists of transmitting and receiving of data.
During this phase the stationmust
be commanded to
maintain the antenna pointing at the spacecraft, to acquire
andmaintainasignal
as well as transmit. All of these
activities require that the equipment be commanded within
very tight tolerances. At the conclusion of the track, the
post-track phase is performed to return the station to a
standby
state
and
wait for the next scheduled

Figure 4 Traditional Batch “Plan then Execute” Cycle
communication pass. This last phase includes steps such as
archiving data, generating reports, data deliver (of data that
was not delivered in real-time) and commanding the subsystems into a standby state.
The steps in each of these three phases vary depending on
the types of service requested. While there is a large
possible set of combinations of services, the services can all
be categorized into one of four basic service types: Doppler,
Telemetry, Commanding, and Ranging.
Doppler service refers to tracking the spacecraft as it moves
across the skyand adjusting the receiver’sfrequency to
adjust for the Doppler shift. The receiver is used to confirm
that the spacecraft is being “tracked” by the ground station.
Telemetry service refers to the collection(downlink) of
spacecraft health data (engineering telemetry) and science
data (science telemetry).
Commanding service refers to the transmitting (uplink) of
command sequence to the spacecraft.
Ranging service refers to the process of confirming the
position of the spacecraftand
is used to confirm the
spacecraft’s trajectories.
Each of these four services are additive onto the previous
service (i.e. ranging involves all four, whilecommanding
would involve Doppler, telemetry and commanding but not
ranging).
Many of the services result in complex interactions between
command directives. Other
variables
in
the mix that
complicate the process are the vast combinations of possible
equipment configuration. Althoughthe steps involved in
controlling the antenna do not differgreatly whether the
antenna station is being controlled
manually
or
autonomously, all of these factors
contribute
to
the
difficulty of communication antenna operations.

4. CASPER
Integrating Planning and Execution
Traditionally, much of planning and scheduling research has
focused on a batch formulation of the problem. In this
approach (see Figure 4), time is divided up into a number of
planning horizons, each of which lasts for a significant

p c r d of tlnw. Whcn one nears the rntf of the current
horizon, one projects what the state will be at the end of the
exccution of the current plan. The planner is invoked with a
new set of goalsand this state as the initial state (for
example the DSI (Deep
Space
One) Remote Agent
Experiment operated in this fashion [ 131.)
Thisapproach has anumber of drawbacks. In this batch
oriented mode, typically planning is considered an off-line
process which requires considerablecomputational effort,
hence there is a significant delay from the time the planner
is invoked to the time that the planner produces a new plan.
If a negative event occurs(e.g., a plan failure),the response
time until a new plan may be significant. During this period
the system being controlled must be operated appropriately
without planner guidance.
If a positiveeventoccurs (e.g., a fortuitous opportunity),
again
the
response
time may be significant.
If the
opportunity is short lived (e.g., activities finishing early),
the system must
be
able
to
take
advantage
of such
opportunities without a new plan (because of the delay in
generating a new plan).
Finally,because
the planningprocessmay
need to be
initiated significantly before the end of the current planning
horizon, it may be difficult to project what the state will be
when the current
plan
execution
is complete. If the
projection is wrong the planmay havedifficulty.
For example, consider the operations of a spacecraft. In a
traditional
plan-sense-act
cycle,
planning
occurs
on
a
relatively long-termplanninghorizon.
In this approach,
operations for a spacecraft would be planned on the ground
on a weekly or daily basis. The spacecraft state at the start
of the planninghorizonwould
be determined (typically
predicted as the construction of the weekly plan, which
would needtobeginsignificantlybeforethe
week of
execution). The science and engineeringoperations goals
would thenbe considered,andaplanfor
achieving the
goalswould be generated. This plan or sequence would
then be uplinked to the spacecraft for execution. The plan
would then be executed onboard the spacecraft with little or
noflexibility.If
an unexpectedevent
occurred due to
environmental
uncertainty
or an unforeseen failure
occurred, the spacecraft would be taken into a safe state by
fault protection software. The spacecraft would wait in this
stateuntil the groundoperations team could respond and
determine a new plan. Correspondingly, if an unpredictable
fortuitous event occurs, the plan cannot be modified to take
advantage of the situation.
To achieve a higher level of responsiveness in a dynamic
planning
situation,
we utilize a continuous planning
approach and have implemented a system called CASPER
(Continuous Activity Scheduling Planning Execution and
Replanning) [3,4]. Rather than considering planning a

batch process 111 which ;I planner is presented wlth goals and
an initial state. the plmner has a current goal set, a plan, a
current state, and a nlodcl of the expected future state. At
any time an incremental update to the goals, current state, or
planning horizon (at much smaller time increments than
batch planning) may update the current state of the plan and
thereby invoke the planner process. This update may be an
unexpected event or simply time progressing forward. The
planner is then responsible for maintaining a consistent,
satisficing plan with the most currentinformation.This
current plan and projection is the planner's estimation as to
what it expects to happen in the world if things go as
expected. However,
since
things rarely go exactly as
expected, the planner stands ready to continually modify the
plan. In each cycle from the point of view of the planner the
following occurs:
0
changes to the goals and the initial state first posted to
the plan,
effects of these changes are propagatedthroughthe
projections
current
plan(includes
conflict
identification)
0
planrepairalgorithmsareinvokedtoremoveconflicts
and make the plan appropriate for the current state and
goals.

This approach is shown in Figure 5. At each step, the plan
is created by using iterative repair with:
0
the portion of the oldplan for the currentplanning
horizon;
0
the updated goals and state; and
the new(extended)planninghorizon.
Even though our intent is to make the planning process very
responsive (on the order of seconds), there still remains a
synchronization process between planning and execution.
We handle this by an activity commitment process.
Execution
has
an activity commitment window that
represents the near future. When an activity overlaps with
this window (i.e. the activity is scheduled tobegin very
soon) it is committed. This meansthat the planner is
forbidden from altering any aspect of this activity (such as
by moving the activity or altering the activity parameters).

Figure 5 Continuous Planning Incremental
Extension

‘Thus tar we have focused on time-based commitment
strategies (e.g., strategies that commit any activities
schedded to begin in the next T time units), however, our
architecture supports more complex commitment strategies
(such as i t beingdependent on the class of activity and
allowing parameter changes later than activity moves, etc.).
I n addition to increasing the responsiveness of planning, the
continuous planning approach has additional benefits:
0
The planner can be more responsive to unexpected (Le.,
unmodeled)changes in the environment that would
manifest themselves as updates on the execution status
of activitiesas well as monitored state and resource
values.
The plannercanreduce
reliance on predictive models
(e.g., inevitablemodelingerrors),since
it will be
updating its plans continually.
0
Fault protectionandexecution
layers only need to
worry about controlling the spacecraftoverashorter
time horizon (as the planner will replan within a shorter
time span).
0
Because of the hierarchical reasoning taking place in
the architecture there is noharddistinction
between
planning and execution - rather more deliberative
(planner) functions reside in the longer-term reasoning
horizons and the more reactive(execution)functions
reside in the short-term reasoning horizons. Thus, there
is no planner toexecutive translationprocess.
In conjunction with this incremental, continuous planning
approach, we are also advocating a hierarchical approach to
planning. In this approach, the long-term planning horizon
is planned only at a very abstract level. Shorter and shorter
planning horizons are planned in greater detail, until fiially
at the most specific level the planner plans only a shorttime
inadvance
(just in time planning).Thisparadigm
is
illustrated inFigure 6 . Within each of these layers, the
planner is operatingcontinuouslyinthemode
described
above.However,the
length of theplanning horizon, and
the frequency with which the plan is updated varies. In the
longer-term more abstract levels, the planning horizon is
longer and the abstract plan is updated less frequently. In
the moredetailedshort-term
level, the plans are updated
more frequently.

Long Term Mission Plan
Increased
Detail

Medium Term Plan

1 /Short Tern1Plan I

“---,

”---,

Figure 6 Hierarchical Planning Horizons

The idea behind thls hlerarchical approxli IS Illat only very,
abstract projections can be made over the long-term and that
detailed projections can only be made in the short-term
because prediction is difficult due to limited computational
resources and timely response requirements. Hence there is
little utility in constructing a detailed plan far into the future
- chances are it will end up being re-planned anyway. At
one extreme the short-term plan may not be “planned” at all
and maybe a set of reactions to the currentstate in the
context of the near-term plan.
This
approach
is
implemented in the control loop described above by making
high-level goals active regardless of their temporal
placement, but medium and low-level goals are only active
if they occur in the near future. Likewise, conflicts are only
regarded as important if they are high-level conflicts or if
they occur in the near future. As the time of a conflict or
goal approaches, it will eventually become active and the
elaboratiodplanning process will then be applied to resolve
the problem.
An Architecture for Integrated Planning and Execution

Our approach to integration of planning and executionrelies
on four separate classes of processes.
The Planner Process(es) - this process represents the
planner, and is invoked to update the model of the plan
execution, to refine the plan, or whennewgoalsare
requested.
The Execution Process(es) this process is responsible
for committing activities and issuing actual commands
corresponding to planned activities.
TheState Determination Processes - thisprocess is
responsible for monitoring andestimatingstatesand
resource values and providing accurate and timely state
information.
The Synchronization Process this processenforces
synchronization between theexecution,planner,and
state determination processes. This includesreceiving
new goals, determining appropriate timeslices for
planning and locking the plan database to ensure noninterference between state updates and the planner.

-

-

We describe planning, execution, and state determination as
sets of processes because often these logical tasks will be
handled by multiple processes. Forexample,spacecraft
attitude control execution might be handled by one process,
data management by another,
etc.
However,
for the
purposes of this paper, the only relevant issue is that our
synchronization strategy canbeapplied
to a multiple
process scheme for planning, state determination, etc.
The overall architecture for the continuous
planning
approach is shown in Figure 7. We now describe how each
of the four basic components operates.

resource updates.
‘These updates
are
made t o the
synchronization module that passes them on to the planners
plan database when coordination constraints allow.

i to Reolan ,--------PI

”

””
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,

State

I
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The
synchronization
module
ensures
that the planner
module(s)arecorrectlylockedwhileprocessing.
At any
one time the planner can only be performing one of its four
responsibilities:
(re)planning,
updating
its
goals,
incorporating a state
update,
updating
the
execution
module’s plan for execution, or updating commitment status
(otherwise we runthe
risk ofraceconditionscausing
undesirable results). The synchronization module serializes
theserequestsbymaintaininga
FIFO taskqueueforthe
plannerandforwardingthenexttaskonlywhen
the
previous task has finished.

The execution module also has a potential synchronization
issue. The planner must not be allowed to modify activities
(through replanning) if those activities might already have
been
passed
on
to
execution.
We enforce
this
nonThe planner process maintains a current plan that is
used for
interference by “commit”-ingallactivitiesoverlappinga
planning (e.g. hypothesizing different courses of action). It
temporal window extending from now to some short period
responds to requests to replaninitiatedbytheexecution
of timeinthefuture(typicallyontheorder
of several
processes,
activity
commitments
from
the
execution
seconds). We ensure that the planner is called in a way that
module, state (and resource) updates from state estimation,
eachreplanrequest
will alwaysreturnwithinthistime
and new goals (from external to the system). All of these
bound and we enforcethattheplannernevermodifiesa
requests are moderated by the synchronization process that
committed activity. This ensures that the planner will not
queues the requests and ensures that one request is complete
complete a replan with an activity modified that is already
beforeanotherisinitiated.
The planner’scopyofthe
in the
past.
Additionally,
we use
the
synchronization
current plan is also where projection takes place and hence
processtoensurethattheExecution
module doesnot
it is here that future conflicts are detected. However, as we
commitactivitieswhiletheplannerisreplanning.This
willseebelow,requeststofixconflictsoccurbyamore
preventstheplannerfrommodifyingactivitiesthathave
circuitous route.
been committed subsequent to the planner call (but still in
the future).
The execution
process
is
the
portion
of the
system
concerned with a notion of “now”. The execution module
5. STATUS
maintains a copy of the plan that
is incrementally updated
whenevertheplannercompletesarequest
(e.g., agoal
While the
CLEaR
task is ongoing
with
considerable
change, state change, or activity change). This local copy
implementationstill
to be done,successfulpreliminary
includesconflictinformation.
The executionmodulehas
work has been done.
three general responsibilities:
1. to commit activities
accordance
in
with
the
The current status of CLEaR is
an initial knowledge base
commitmentpolicy as theyapproachtheirexecution
modelhasbeenbuilttosupportthecurrentNMCTDNs
time;
used to configure the station in the pre-track and post-track
2. to actuallyinitiatetheexecution
of commands(e.g.,
phases in orderto support the four basic classes of service.
processes) at the associated activity start times
Currently the CLEaR knowledge base is being extended to
3 . to
request
re-planning
when
conflicts
exist
in the
support recovery for each of these four station configuration
current plan
scenarios of pre-track and post-track. The next step, which
Theexecution moduleperforms 1 & 2 bytrackingthe
we are addressing in parallel, is to produce control scripts
current time and indexing into relevant activities to commit
for the in-track phases of the communication serviceas well
and
execute
them.
The
execution
module
also
tracks
as the knowledge to performrecoveryforeventsduring
conflict information as computed by the projection of the
execution.
planner
and
submits
request
a
for
replanning
to
the
In order to validate our approach, we are integrating CLEaR
synchronization module when a conflict exists.
into a prototype Deep SpaceStationController(DSSC).
The stateestimationmodule
is responsible for tracking
TheDSSCsystem
will consist of theCLEaRsystemto
sensor data and sunlmarizing that information into state and
performmonitor,control,executionandrecoverythrough

Figure 7 CASPER Architecture

the IISC of A I planning and scheduling techniques i n order to
pcrfornl the dectsion making process, and a FDI component
nlentloncd in the next section, “Future Work.” These
technologw are bemg integrated with the existing NMC
control software i n order to enhance the capabilities of the
autonutlon infrastructure that has been developed.

6. FUTURE
WORK
ThisCLEaReffort
is also being integrated with a Fault
Detection, Isolationand
Recovery (FDIR)system [ l I].
FDIR is an expert system providing monitor data analysis.
As is often the case with large complex systems, monitor
(sensor) data is often related in unintuitive ways that are
difficult for humans to detect. The advantage of combining
these two systems is that FDIR can first interpret the vast
amount of data and summarize it into a set of meaningful
values for a planning system to react to. We think of this
union as intelligent analysis and intelligent response, much
like a careful design and implementation; one without
the
other is of little use.
Another area of future work is in the area of mixedinitiative control. This deals with how a system capable of
autonomous operations interacts with an operator such that
neitherinterfereswith
the other,and
once control is
returned to the autonomous
system
the system
must
understand both the state of the world and the changes that
the user has made.

7. RELATED
WORK
While the automation techniques utilized in the
development of CLEaR rely heavily on AI planningand
scheduling, we ask the reader to look to ourpapers on
ASPEN[9] and CASPER [3,4] for work relatedtoour
planning and scheduling techniques.
There are a number of existing systems built to solve realworld planning or scheduling problems [ 15,16,17]. The
problem of track plan generation combines elements from
both these areas and thus traditional planners and schedulers
cannot be directlyapplied. First, many classical planning
elements must be addressed in this application such as
subgoaling to achieve activity preconditions (e.g. the
antennamustbe “onqoint” to lock up the receiver)and
decomposinghigher-level(abstract)
activities into more
detailed
sub-activities.
In addition,
many
scheduling
elementsarepresentsuchas
handling metric time and
temporal constraints, and representing and reasoning about
resources (e.g. receiver, antenna controller) and states (e.g.
antenna position, subcarrier frequency, etc.) over time.
Another approach to DSN antenna automation was taken by
the Network Monitor and Control (NMC) task. NMC
approach uses cannedcontrolscripts to automate antenna
operations,
compared
to the CLEaR approach of
dynamically constructing the control script out of smaller

Two other systems were previously designed to generate
antenna track plans, the Deep Space Network Antenna
Operations Planner (DPLAN) [2]. DPLAN utilizes a
combination of AI hierarchical-task network (HTN) and
operator-based planning techniques.
Unlike DPLAN,
ASPEN has a temporal reasoning system for expressing and
maintaining temporal constraints and also has the capability
for representing and reasoning about different types of
resources and states. ASPEN can also utilize different
search algorithms such asconstructive and repair-based
algorithms, while DPLAN uses a standard best-first based
search. And, as described in the next section,ASPEN is
currently being extended to perform dynamic planning for
closed-loop error recovery, while DPLAN has only limited
replanning capabilities.

For the reasons stated above the DS-T automation controller
was developed using the ASPEN planning and scheduling
system [8]. This greatly improved the capabilities for
generating track plans, overtheDPLAN
system. DS-T
utilized a classical approach of batch planning to produce
the control script and then handed the scriptover to an
execution environment. Unlike the DS-T approach, CLEaR
utilizes the CASPER’ planningandschedulingengine
which enables CLEaR to performdynamic replanning in
response to changes detected duringtheexecution of the
control scripts. This tighter coupling of planningand
execution provides substantial benefits and enables closed
loop control.

8. CONCLUSION
This paper has described the Closed Loop Execution and
Recovery (CLEaR) system and the manner in which it
performs the monitor andcontrolfunctionality
for track
automation of DSN communication antennas. Through the
use of CASPER, CLEaR utilizes aknowledgebase
of
information on tracking activity requirements
and
a
combination of Artificial Intelligence
planning
and
scheduling techniques to generate antenna track plans that
will correctly setup and performacommunications
link
with spacecraft. The monitor and controlcapabilities are
further enhanced by dynamicallyfeeding
monitor data
(sensor updates) back into the planningsystemas
state
updates, which enables the planning system to verify the
validity of the current plan. If a violation is found in the
plan, the system will perform local modification to construct
a new valid plan.
Through this continual planning

’ CASPER is the soft real-time continuous planner
extension to ASPEN.

